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QUESTIONS FOR ORAL REPLY 

CLUSTER 4: ECONOMICS 

WEDNESDAY, 16 NOVEMBER 2022 

806. Mr O M Mathafa (ANC) to ask the Minister of Finance: 

Whether, given that the 2021-22 Integrated Annual Report of the Auditor-General of 

South Africa (AGSA) reflects that R1 billion is owed to the AGSA in audit fees (details 

furnished), the National Treasury intends altering the funding model for the office of 

the AGSA; if not, how does the National Treasury envisage that the AGSA will carry 

out its important functions with a deficit in audit fees; if so, what are the relevant 

details?         NO5162E 

809. Ms A H Mthembu (ANC) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

How (a) does she intend to set the Postbank apart from commercial banks that already 

exist in the market and (b) do South Africans stand to benefit from the Postbank as a 

fully-fledged, licensed bank?       NO5165E 
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833. Mr K J Mileham (DA) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy:  

What (a) total number of times has the National Energy Crisis Committee that was 

established by the President of the Republic, Mr M C Ramaphosa, to address the 15 

years of worsening rolling electricity blackouts in the Republic, met since 25 July 2022 

and (b) are the relevant details of the actions the specified committee has taken to 

alleviate the electricity crisis, which adversely affects the economy and daily lives?
           NO5190E 

843. Mr N F Shivambu (EFF) to ask the Minister of Finance: 

Whether he has tasked any of the senior officials and/or the Deputy Minister with the 

responsibility to investigate the feasibility of establishing a sovereign wealth fund; if 

not, (a) why not and (b) what is the position of the Government with regard to the 

establishment of a sovereign wealth fund; if so, who has he tasked?  NO5200E 

810. Ms V T Malinga (ANC) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

Considering that the use of the Republic’s strategic fuel reserves, as the primary 

component of progressive financing of the Government’s interventions aimed at 

reducing the general fuel levy in the basic fuel price during the period 1 April to 31 

May 2022, has reduced the strategic fuel reserves significantly amid the inoperative oil 

refineries, (a) how much strategic fuel reserves is kept as an insurance against the 

disruptions in supply and (b) by what date does he envisage the Strategic Fuel Fund 

will hold refined product stocks as strategic reserves to ensure that there is security of 

supply of refined petroleum products?     NO5166E 

822. Ms Z Majozi (IFP) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

(a) What total number of SA Post Office branches have been broken into in the 2022 

calendar year and (b) how have the burglaries affected the roll-out of the SA Social 

Security Agency grants?       NO5178E 

811. Mr S W Mdabe (ANC) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour: 

According to Audit Reports by the Auditor-General of South Africa that the 

Compensation Fund continues to receive a recurring disclaimed audit opinion, what are 

the (a) tangible and desirable results that are produced by the Audit Action Plan that 

deals with the troubling challenge and (b) other measures that have been undertaken by 

his department to address all issues of the Compensation Fund’s financial accounting 

and management?        NO5167E 

837. Mr N P Masipa (DA) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural 

Development:  

With reference to farm murders and attacks that continue to cause fear and increase the 

costs of doing business for farmers, what is the position of her department on providing 

rebates on security equipment installed by farmers to assist them to reduce the 

escalating costs of doing business?      NO5194E 
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803. Rev K R J Meshoe (ACDP) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development: 

(1) What are the protocols and guidelines of her department that governs the aerial 

spraying of chemicals over and on farmlands adjacent to residential and/or 

sensitive areas close to human habitants; 

(2) whether her department requires of such farmers to advise those residents or 

habitants living in and around the targeted areas of the potential health risks of 

exposure to the chemicals and/or the measures they should take to minimise 

risks to their health; if not, why not; if so, how?   NO4541E 

812. Ms M M E Tlhape (ANC) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development: 

Whether, given that her department has in the past acknowledged that access to funding 

remains one of the challenges faced by small and emerging black farmers, her 

department has engaged with either the Land Bank and/or the National Treasury on the 

Blended Finance Scheme in seeking to respond to the challenge of access to funding, 

by trying to ensure that the requirements for access to finance are not too stringent and 

that youth and women are given preferential treatment on application; if not, why not; 

if so, what are the relevant details?      NO5168E 

804. Mr A M Shaik Emam (NFP) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and 

Energy: 

Considering that there is a crisis unfolding in the Riverlea, Bosmont, Benoni, Brakpan 

and Springs areas as a result of illegal mining (details furnished), what measures are 

being put in place by his department now that the risks have been identified? 
           NO5160E 

813. Mr P M P Modise (ANC) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment: 

Considering that her department had developed plans for the creation of job 

opportunities within the forestry sector in line with the Forestry Sector Masterplan, 

which would have brought opportunities for public private initiatives with communities 

living in and around the forest land, (a) what are some of the key challenges faced by 

her department in terms of implementation of job creation projects within the forestry 

sector and (b) how does her department intend to resolve such challenges? NO5169E 

839. Ms T M Mbabama (DA) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development: 

(a) What are the reasons that millions of hectares of rural land are still registered under 

the names of Dr H F Verwoerd, the Bantu Trust, the Minister of Native Affairs and the 

names of old Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, and Ciskei states, such as the Transkei 

Government and (b) by what date will the land be transferred to the rightful owners?
           NO5196E 
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845. Mr N S Matiase (EFF) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural 

Development: 

Considering the Land Access Movement of South Africa judgements and the impact 

these have had on the processing of land restitution claims submitted in 2016, what (a) 

progress has been made towards settling all the land claims lodged by December 1998 

and (b) will it cost the Government to settle all the remaining claims lodged by 1998?
           NO5202E 

807. Mr I K Morolong (ANC) to ask the Minister of Finance: 

Whether, considering that the Republic has hardly experienced any economic growth 

and following his comments during this year’s Budget that fiscal consolidation will be 

phased out by 2025, he has found that fiscal consolidation was a necessary measure to 

deal with debt and not a fiscal policy for growth; if not, what is the position in this 

regard; if so, what are the relevant details?     NO5163E 

814. Ms T V B Mchunu (ANC) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment: 

Considering that it has been well noted that the oceans economy has the potential to 

create job opportunities and also help the slow-growing economy in terms of the 

Fishing Rights Allocation Process in the Western Cape, how (a) far is the process of 

ensuring that small-scale fisheries are given consideration in terms of allocation of 

fishing rights and (b) does her department intend to respond to the main or key concerns 

they had raised with her department?      NO5170E 

815. Mr N Capa (ANC) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural 

Development: 

Considering that investment in rural infrastructure remains one of the impediments 

faced by smallholder farmers, resulting in the inability to realise agricultural 

productivity by rural farmers, how does her department intend to ensure that (a) budget 

allocation towards rural infrastructure development is adequately put to use and (b) 

there is no underspending in relation to rural agricultural projects?  NO5171E 

824. Ms A M M Weber (DA) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment:  

With regard to the 90 students who received bursaries in 2016 from her department to 

complete an Environmental Science Technician course presented by the University of 

Venda, and who had to put their studies on hold towards the end of 2018 due to being 

told that there were money constraints, by what date does she envisage that the specified 

students will be able to complete their studies?    NO5181E 

853. Mr V Pambo (EFF) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

Considering the delays in appointing a new SA Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 

Board, what (a) impact has this had on the management and functioning of the SABC 

and (b) measures has she put in place to ensure that the SABC continues to fulfil its 

mandate despite the delays in the appointment of the board?   NO5210E 
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816. Mr M G Mahlaule (ANC) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

Seeing that load shedding has not improved since the President of the Republic, Mr M 

C Ramaphsa, implemented actions to achieve energy security and that the National 

Treasury has postponed the announcement of the sustainable solution to address 

Eskom’s debt to February 2023, (a) how will Eskom perform the reliability 

maintenance across its fleet to prevent a further decline in the Energy Availability 

Factor during the next four months ahead of February 2023 and (b) what measures are 

in place to ensure that the postponed sustainable solution to address Eskom’s debt does 

not affect the space that Eskom needs to undertake the necessary investments in the 

short-term?         NO5172E 

821. Inkosi R N Cebekhulu (IFP) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development: 

Whether, with regard to the R1,2 billion that was allocated to the agriculture and food 

sector budget to support smallholder farmers through various initiatives related to value 

addition in order to improve small-scale agriculture, her department has any 

programmes in place that (a) enhance small-scale farmers’ access to information about 

technology and markets and (b) aim to improve farmers’ knowledge and skills around 

agro-processing that helps them to understand and comply with food quality standards 

in line with customer preferences; if not, why not; if so, what are the relevant details?
           NO5177E 

817. Mr T T Gumbu (ANC) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

In light of the Cabinet’s decision to do away with the Wholesale Open Access Network 

policy, what mechanisms does her department have in place to ensure that the 

environment enables smaller players to partake in the spectrum licensing processes?
           NO5173E 

825. Ms A M M Weber (DA) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment:  

(a) What are the details of the outcomes of the latest cases brought before the 

Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration by the suspended SA National 

Parks officials (names furnished) and (b) by what date will the disciplinary process of 

a certain person (name furnished) be concluded?    NO5182E 

857. Ms A H Mthembu (ANC) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

(a) What are the ongoing linkages that will continue to exist between the Postbank and 

the SA Post Office (SAPO) and (b) how will such linkages contribute to the Post Office 

of Tomorrow strategy which intends to put SAPO in a healthier state than it finds itself 

today?          NO5214E 
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805. Mr A M Shaik Emam (NFP) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development: 

Given the high level of unemployment in the Republic and that the Republic has arable 

land on which to produce wheat, and noting the Russia-Ukraine war that has brought 

about a wheat shortage, what measures are being put in place by her department to 

enhance food security by using the arable land to produce more wheat? NO5161E 

826. Ms B M van Minnen (DA) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour:  

What steps has the Unemployment Insurance Fund taken to (a) address the concerns 

raised by auditors in relation to the Labour Activation Programme and (b) develop a 

remedial plan to ensure that invitations for funding applications through the specified 

programme are advertised in a transparent manner?    NO5183E 

844. Mr N S Matiase (EFF) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural 

Development: 

Subsequent to the decision of the Supreme Court of Appeals to refuse to hear the appeal 

by the Ingonyama Trust Board against the decision of the Pietermaritzburg High Court 

which ruled that the decision of the Ingonyama Trust Board to make people sign leases 

for the land they occupy was unlawful, what (a) steps has she taken to ensure that the 

Trust aligns its work and policies to the judgement and terminate the leases it had 

compelled people to sign and (b) total amount has been collected by the Trust from the 

lease rentals to date?        NO5201E 

827. Ms B M van Minnen (DA) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour:  

What is the total monetary value of the contracts awarded under the Labour Activation 

Programme of the Unemployment Insurance Funds to the 15 companies that received 

appointment letters in the 2021-22 financial year?    NO5184E 

846. Ms P Madokwe (EFF) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

Taking into account the long-lasting energy crisis that the Republic is currently 

experiencing, which is exacerbated by issues relating to the supply of coal, among other 

things, what (a) are the reasons that the state-owned mining company, African 

Exploration Mining and Finance Corporation (AEMFC), which was created primarily 

to support energy generation through the supply of coal, has been unable to provide 

Eskom with the amount of coal required and (b) plans has he put in place to ensure that 

AEMFC gets first preference in mining and exploration rights of coal in order to meet 

its shortfalls?         NO5203E 

818. Mr S L Ngcobo (IFP) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour: 

Considering that the newly amended Employment Equity Act which intends to aid 

workplace transformation in the Republic, is set to only come into effect on 1 

September 2023, what measures has his department put in place to ensure that the 

transformation agenda in the amended Act is not misunderstood to only focus on certain 

intersections, such as race?       NO5174E 
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828. Ms D Kohler (DA) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies:  

What steps has she taken to address the concerns (details furnished) raised by the 

Auditor-General of South Africa about the annual financial statements of her 

department over the past few years?      NO5185E 

829. Ms D Kohler (DA) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies:  

Whether she and her department will take any steps to ensure that Postbank branches 

remain open at or near branches of the SA Post Office that have closed down; if not, 

what is the position in this regard; if so, what are the relevant details? NO5186E 

847. Ms P Madokwe (EFF) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

(1) What steps has he taken with regard to the allegations against the management 

of African Exploration Mining and Finance Corporation (AEMFC) which is 

accused of processing retrenchments without following the law, replacing 

full-time employees with contractors and rearranging the organogram to create 

executive positions that did not exist, despite the entity having financial 

problems; 

(2) whether he has contacted the board of AEMFC and/or the Chief Executive 

Officer to learn the results of their investigations into the matter; if not, why 

not; if so, what are the relevant details?    NO5204E 

830. Dr D T George (DA) to ask the Minister of Finance:  

With reference to his Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement delivered in the National 

Assembly on 26 October 2022, what are the relevant details of the trade-off he referred 

to between bailing out failing state-owned enterprises and the proposed debt-swop of 

Eskom, versus tackling the rising cost of living crisis faced by struggling South African 

households?         NO5187E 

848. Mr M N Paulsen (EFF) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment: 

What plans are afoot to revitalise the coastal fishing communities which have been 

casualties of her department’s alleged anti-poor approach in the allocation fishing 

rights?          NO5205E 

820. Prof C T Msimang (IFP) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

With reference to the speech that he delivered at the Africa Oil Week conference and 

Green Energy Africa Summit on 3 October 2022, how does he and his department 

intend to ensure that the Just Transition framework (a) benefits the people and 

communities of the Republic and (b) is developed and implemented in a just manner 

that fits the social and economic context of the Republic?   NO5176E 
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831. Dr D T George (DA) to ask the Minister of Finance:  

With reference to his Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement delivered in the National 

Assembly on 26 October 2022, what are the relevant details of the trade-off he referred 

to between bailing out failing state-owned enterprises and the proposed debt-swop of 

Eskom, versus investing in crumbling infrastructure, which would benefit poor 

households the most, given that capital spending in the Republic equates to only around 

4% of state spending?        NO5188E 

832. Mr H C C Krüger (DA) to ask the Minister of Agriculture, Land Reform and 

Rural Development:  

Whether she and/or her department has put any strategies in place to make it easier for 

small-scale farmers to make a living through farming; if not, what is the position in this 

regard; if so, what are the relevant details of the specified strategies? NO5189E  

849. Mr M N Paulsen (EFF) to ask the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment: 

Considering the fact that aquaculture contributes 52% of fish for human consumption 

globally while in the Republic only 0.8% of fish comes from aquaculture, which 

indicates that aquaculture can play a considerable role in food security, job creation, 

economic development and export opportunities, what plans has her department put in 

place to address the slow pace in implementing aquaculture programmes? NO5206E 

834. Mr K J Mileham (DA) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy:  

What total number of days’ forward cover does the Republic have on hand for each of 

the various grades of fuel?       NO5191E 

850. Mr T M Langa (EFF) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

Whether he has conducted a situational analysis of the areas most affected by illegal 

small-scale mining in the Republic; if not, what is the position in this regard; if so, what 

(a) has he found to be the comprehensive footprints of the zama-zama miners in the 

Republic and (b) concrete plans is he implementing to curb the practice in light of the 

violence that it seemingly brings?      NO5207E 

819. Prof C T Msimang (IFP) to ask the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy: 

Whether his department, with the recent developments and/or changes which will be 

taking place through projects such as the updating of the SA Mineral Resources 

Administration System and Just Transition, has any new and/or ongoing programmes 

that have been actioned through the specified projects to upskill the skills profile of 

their employees to ensure that they have the skill capability to work on technology 

being invested in; if not, what is the position in this regard; if so, what are the relevant 

details?         NO5175E 
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835. Mr M Bagraim (DA) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour:  

What steps has he and his department taken in response to the concerns raised by the 

Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) to ensure that the internal auditing functions 

of the (a) Compensation Fund and (b) Unemployment Insurance Fund are fixed to 

enable the AGSA to publish its yearly audit opinions?   NO5192E 

836. Dr M J Cardo (DA) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour:  

What is (a) his and (b) his department’s position on the implementation of a moratorium 

on the appointment of persons of specific racial groups in the workplace in pursuit of 

employment equity targets?       NO5193E 

854. Mr V Pambo (EFF) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

(1) Whether, taking into account that only 18% of registered SA Broadcasting 

Corporation television (TV) licence holders are paying their TV licenses, she 

has conducted a study to determine the reasons that people are not paying their 

TV licenses; if not, why not; if so, what reasons have been put forward for the 

non-payment of TV licenses; 

(2) whether, considering that getting revenue from TV licenses does not seem to 

work, she has considered reviewing this system altogether and replacing it with 

one that has public support; if not, why not; if so, what are the relevant details?
         NO5211E 

841. Ms T Bodlani (DA) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

What are the (a) reasons that her department implemented its broadcasting digital 

migration programme without ensuring that the adequate internal controls to monitor 

the programme’s performance were established first, as found by the Auditor-General 

and (b) relevant details of how her department monitors the programme’s performance 

in the absence of the specified adequate internal controls?   NO5198E 

855. Ms C N Mkhonto (EFF) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour: 

Taking into account the concerted fight back by the so-called white right wing to 

eradicate employment equity under the guise that they are fighting against cadre 

deployment, what (a) has he found to be the level of transformation in the private sector 

as compared to the public sector and (b) steps has he taken to ensure that the private 

sector is transforming at a much quicker pace?    NO5212E 

823. Mr S L Ngcobo (IFP) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour:  

What initiatives has his department successfully implemented to increase temporary 

employment opportunities for the youth not in education, employment or training 

(NEET) to gain workplace experience, especially in rural areas as 8,8 million persons 

in the Republic aged 15 to 34 are youth who are NEET, of which 3,8 million are 

unemployed but actively seeking employment and available to work? NO5179E 
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842. Ms T Bodlani (DA) to ask the Minister of Communications and Digital 

Technologies: 

What are the (a) reasons that her department implemented its broadcasting digital 

migration programme without ensuring that a proper project expense management tool 

was established first, as identified by the Auditor-General and (b) relevant details of 

how her department monitors expenditure incurred in rolling out the programme in the 

absence of the specified proper project expense management tool?  NO5199E 

856. Ms C N Mkhonto (EFF) to ask the Minister of Employment and Labour: 

Whether the Commissioner of the Compensation Fund addressed communication to 

lawyers to say the Fund is in financial distress and as a result is not able to make 

payments; if not, why not; if so, what steps of intervention did he take in this regard?
           NO5213E 

 

 


